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EDITORAL   

 

Finally, we are at the end of the year 2020. This year has made a special 
place for itself in human history. It has been a year which has bought 
unprecedented changes in our lives. People were forced to stay indoors and 

change their lifestyles. Social gatherings were restricted but people found 
ways to connect to each other through social media and online meeting 

platforms. We learnt many new things and most importantly got to spend 

time with our families. Everyone kept their hopes of meeting soon alive and 
now with the year coming to a close, we have got the news we all have been 
waiting for – a vaccine against the deadly disaster.  

I wish that just as the Christmas brings good cheer for all, this vaccine will also end our hibernation and 
make our lives cheerful as ever.   

 

Shreyash Dube  

XII - H 

 

 

E- VIVACITY 
 
DPSGI celebrated E-Vivacity, the Annual Interschool Cultural Fiesta on 23 December, 2020 with 

scintillating zeal and phenomenal enthusiasm. Schools from across the country participated in the mega 
event which included sixteen very interesting and innovative events under two categories. The first 
category comprised Community Inclusive Events like ‘Artifact from Junk’, ‘Sway on My Fitness Mantra’, 

‘Fashionistaa’, ‘Poshitik Aahar’ to name a few. The second category included online events like ‘Radio 
show’, ‘Ideathon’, Languages of the world’,’ Live Reporting on the Online Classes’. Participants exhibited 
their creativity, collaboration and remarkable ingenuity.  

Ms. Abha Bansal, a renowned choreographer and educationist, an expert on the panel of CCRT and the 

Co-Ordinator for the Ghaziabad Chapter for Spic Macay, was the Chief Guest for the Closing Ceremony 

which was a spectacular show. An Invocation dance set the tone of the joyous occasion and a mime 
performed by a student once again showcased the exemplary talent of DPSGI students. All the 
participants and the winners for various events were awarded e-certificates. 

Visionary school head Ms. Meera Mathur congratulated the participants for their commendable efforts 
and hard work. She also thanked the school heads and parents for extending their support. 
The Chief Guest appreciated the creative and ingenious events and commendable efforts made by the 

participants and the host school. 
The event ended on a positive note and the vote of thanks was proposed by the Head Mistress Ms. Soma  
Singh. The vivacious event full of spirited participation and scintillating contributions proved once again  



that the pandemic has not been able to mar our spirits and has helped each one to evolve and grow each 
day in an unprecedented manner. 

 

 

 

INTERSCHOOL MUN  
 
Our school delegation consisting of Yash Tyagi, Vihaan Chaudhary and Tazakiya Quadri won accolades 

at the Inter School MUN held at DPSG  Palam Vihar. The delegation bagged the award for the Best School 
Delegation and also won individual honours.  

Yash Tyagi won the Best Delegate Trophy also with cash prize of Rs. 1000/- and a merit certificate as the 
delegate of Germany at UNDP.  Vihaan Chaudhary and Tazakiya Quadri also received special mentions 
from the jury for their efforts.  

 

13th INDO NEPAL KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP  
Sanidhya Tomar of class IX proved his mettle in the 13th Indo Nepal Karate Championship held in Batala. 

Over 250 participants from Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Uttarakhand and Nepal participated 
in the closely contested yearly fixture. Sanidhya won the gold medal . Sanidhya also bagged the 2nd 

position at the Royal Challenges Cup held at Ginni Devi College Modi Nagar.  

                              



CAROL SINGING COMPETITION 

 

‘Clamp your hands, stomp your feet and sing your hearts out.’ 

Carol singing at Christmas time is a wonderful way to spread the festive cheer and sense of togetherness. 
With Christmas around the corner, an Intra Class Carol Singing Competition was organized for Class III-
V. The participants put forth enthralling solo performances via online mode and presented an array of 

interesting and engrossing performances that echoed the spirit of Christmas. Participants sang a variety of 
Christmas carols spreading the message of faith, happiness and peace.  

The result for the same- 
 

CLASS  Position   Position  

III I  Akaiyshaa Chaurasia, Veer Pathak   

 II Mitushi Agarwal, Taru Bhardwaj, Rishik Chaudhary 

 III Alisha Lijo, Kavya Mandal, Anya Aggarwal 

IV  I  Anikait Kapoor, Veer Pratap Singh 

 II Harnoor Singh 

 III Abhishek Teotia, Arnavi Chaudhary, Sarthak Kumar Maurya 

V  I  Prisha Sharma 

 II Tejas Goel, Kushagra Jain 

 III Ansh Saxena, Sharvi Bhidwal 

 

 

 

Christmas Card Making Competition 

A blend of exceptional creativity and imagination was displayed by the students of Classes I-II during 

the ‘Christmas Card Making Competition’. The cards made by them showed their love and gratitude 

towards the people they wished to thank at the end of the year. The judges were greatly impressed to see 

the beautiful greeting cards created by the young enthusiasts and applauded their creations. The results 

are:  

 



CLASS  Position   Position  

I I  Aayushman Chaudhary, Aashvi Bhidwal  

 II Salim Husain 

 III Arnav Chandila,  Urvi Singh   

III  I  Atharv Goel, Saanvi Agarwal 

 II Kartikay Teotia, Sanchi Chaudhary  

 III Mohd. Ayan, Ayaan Srivastava, Raagavi Chauhan 

 

  

  

RED COLOUR WEEK 

‘RED’ The Colour of Love and Smile… 

STARZ conducted ‘Red Colour Week to introduce the children to the mesmerizing realm of colours. 

Students participated in various activities using the colour red as a theme and learnt interesting facts 

about it. A special assembly was conducted emphasizing on the significance of red colour. The Principal 

Ms. Meera Mathur had an eventful interactive session with the children sharing with them a deep insight 

on the purpose of celebrations. It was a scintillating week with innocent faces gleaming and reflecting 

brightness, joy, love and happiness. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

ASSEMBLY  

We at DPSGI, believe that morning assembly forms an integral part of the school curriculum. We take pride 

in creating an ambience for learning through the morning assembly and use it as a powerful tool to instill 
discipline and set a joyful tone for the day. Assemblies were conducted on:   
 

CHRISTMAS 

Christmas waves a magic wand over the world, and behold, everything is softer and more beautiful.  

Christmas was celebrated with fervour and zeal as the students of Class VII A organised a special assembly 

to mark the occasion. The assembly began with the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur leading the school into the 

morning prayer, followed by Shivam Gautam sharing the word for the day and Vishesh Singhal, the 

thought. The anchors for the assembly, Parisha Singhal and Mitanshi Garg then invited Lavanya Goel and 

Vansh Verma to share the significance of celebrating Christmas. Kartik Midha, Asad Khan, Vihaan 

Chaudhary and Harshit Panwar, then shared some very interesting and lesser known facts on Christmas. 

Lavanya, Mitanshi, Gurleen Kaur, Pravika Jain then presented a mesmerizing dance on Jingle Bells. A 

video conveying the message of cherishing what we have and sharing it with others was also shared. Since 

we were at the cusp of the New Year the students also wished everyone a happy new year with a 

thoughtful provoking and inspiring poem. Speaking on the occasion, the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur 

encouraged the students to imbibe the true spirit of Christmas by embracing the virtues of generosity and 

gratitude.   

 
The Primary Wing also celebrated Christmas with fervour and zeal in an online assembly presented by 

Class IV. The students presented an array of interesting programmes. The assembly began with the prayer 

by the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur followed by the news update, thought, for the day and vocabulary 

words in English and Hindi. A poem on learner profiles, brain gym, carols and a thought-provoking skit 

which emphasized that Christmas was more than just Santa, cards, toys or gifts under the Christmas tree, 

were also shared. The skit brought forth the true meaning of the joy of giving and helping those who are 

less fortunate. This was followed by a poem on ‘Sharing is Caring’. Mr. Pravir Kumar, a certified ISO auditor 

and a Six sigma expert supporting process development and management, added essence to the assembly 

with his interactive session with students. He emphasized on the value of sharing by narrating a short story. 

The declaration of the results of the Intra Class Competitions made everyone happy. The Principal Ms. 

Meera Mathur appreciated the students for conducting a wonderful assembly. She urged the students to 

embrace the spirit of Christmas by bringing joy and happiness into someone’s life. 



 
 

SEEKING PERFECTION 

The students of Class VI B presented an assembly on the topic Seeking Perfection. The anchors Nysha 

Khunger and Yashika Malhotra began the assembly with an introduction of what perfection is and how it 

can be achieved. It was followed by a morning prayer led by the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur. Post prayer, 

a beautiful thought for the day was shared by Dhairya Agarwal. The vocabulary word was shared by 

Nikunj Agarwal. News anchors Harkirat Singh, Abhik Dayal and Arnav Kansal shared the national, 

international and sports news respectively. Gauri Goel and Asad Malik recited English and Hindi Poem 

on the theme which gave a message to strive continuously for excellence. 

Aditi Singh and Tavishi Singhal shared a moral story to add more value to the theme. This was followed by 

some tips to achieve perfection which were shared by Soumil Mathur. The assembly concluded with 

inspirational words by Principal Ma’am who motivated students to strive for excellence. 

 
 
ACCEPTANCE 

The students of class VI A presented an assembly on the topic Acceptance. The anchors for the assembly 

Tanishq Singhal and Mahrukh Fatima began the assembly with an introduction of what acceptance is. It 

was followed by a morning prayer by the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur. Post prayer, Swami 

Shantatmananda from Rama Krishna Mission interacted with the students on the theme. A beautiful 

thought for the day was shared by Aarav Sehgal followed by the  vocabulary word by Shraddha. The news 

anchors Yuvraj Bansal, Ayush Tyagi and Dev Yadav shared the national, international and sports news 

respectively. The theme was further elaborated upon by, Pavan Krishna J and Aarush Garg through an 

English and Hindi Poem. The poem conveyed the message of accepting and respecting others with 

differences the way they are. Muskan Verma and Shaurya Chaturvedi also shared a moral story based on 

the theme. The story emphasised that Acceptance is listening, withholding judgment, emotionally 

connecting, and communicating that incredibly healing message of ‘you’re not alone’.   



Our guests from Rama Krishna Mission, Ms. Piya Chakravarthy and Ms. Indrani Roy interacted with 

learners on the theme of acceptance and the ACP sessions taken up in school. The assembly concluded 

with the message of respecting others and accommodating differences. 

   

  
 

GURU PURNIMA  

“Enlighten your heart and soul with the spiritual belief of Waheguru. It will guide you the right path and 

bring peace and solitude.”  

A special online assembly on the theme Open Mindedness and Guru Nanak Jayanti was organized by the 

students of Class V D to emphasize on the teachings and beliefs of Guru Nanak Dev ji. The assembly 

focused on the learner profile Open mindedness and commenced with the morning prayer conducted by 

the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur which was followed by the thought for the day, news headlines and the 

vocabulary word. Thereafter Mrs. Garima Jain, guest speaker of the day enlightened the students with the 

importance of Guru Purnima. The students elaborated on the essence and importance of Shabad and 

presented the life history of Guru Nanak Dev ji. They highlighted his preaching’s, principles and beliefs. 

A story on being open minded and a melodious song ‘You are my Bundle of Joy’ added cheer to the 

assembly. 

The assembly concluded with a message by our honorable Principal Ms. Meera Mathur who enlightened 

us with her visionary thoughts on this very special occasion and encouraged the children to inculcate the 

habit of being honest. She reinforced the importance of Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s teachings and advised 

students to be humble and good to everyone. 

 

 


